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Pamper yourself in this 5-star hotel in the heart of Rome, the eternal city. Book a 4-night stay in advance at Saint Regis and get 30% off. Book a 3-night stay and get 20% off. This offer is valid seven days a week. Rates start at $244. How to get this deal: For more information or to book accommodations, visit the St. Regis Rome website. Use promo code
EAMESS when booking this deal. The sales provider has not listed a reservation deadline. To check the prices of travel dates, use smartertravel's price comparison tool. Fine print: All fees are subject to availability. Prices are per room per night, and exclude taxes. All prices, dates and booking details listed here were valid at the time of publication. Some
information may have changed since then. Airfare $ Airfare $ Airfare $ Airfare $1662+ Patricia Magaña Hotel &amp; Lodging Deals Francesca Miele Hotel &amp; Lodging Deals $229+ Our editors research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our
chosen links. While many history books focus on a limited area, such as the Vietnam War, other texts examine much broader subjects, and there are many volumes chronicling Europe's past from prehistory to today. Although without details, these books provide valuable insights into long-term development, avoiding the often nation-centered interpretations
of shorter studies. This massive tome, which records more than a thousand pages, explains the history of Europe from the ice age to the late 1990s, in an easily read and totally entertaining style. An extensive appendix, containing maps and information charts, creates a useful reference source. This bestselling work has been criticized for a bias towards
Poland, but this corrects only a gender disability. The shorter alternative to Davies' work (half the size, but not half price), this Penguin story extends from the early peoples of Europe to the late nineties. A selection of maps and chronologies are liberally spread throughout the text, which is erudite and balanced. With an eye on explaining the current conflicts
and complications in Eastern Europe, Longworth examines the region through, well, prehistory for post-communism! Necessarily sweeping the tone, but very enlightening, this is a wonderful example of why a very narrow focus can damage real understanding. Note: Aim for the revised and updated edition that includes a new chapter. This extended version of
The Shortest History (adds world wars among other things) is an investment you can't miss. It only takes one afternoon to read the sub 200 pages, so real loss if you don't like it. But if you do, you'll find broad themes and an impressive vision that can be a starting point or a comparison. Norman Davies is an expert in the history of Eastern Europe, a
fascinating region often in Anglocentric texts. In Missing Kingdoms, he wanders around the European continent to choose states that do not exist on modern maps and are often lacking in popular consciousness: Burgundy, for example. He's also an exciting companion. The Renaissance period to date is the majority of many European history courses in the
English-speaking world. It's big, it packs a lot, and the single author unites things better than many multi-authorworks. If you have studied the Renaissance time scale to this day of much modern teaching, perhaps with Merriman's book that is on this list, Simms offers a thematic look at the same era, only that the theme is conquest, domination, struggle and
faction. You don't have to agree to all this, but there's a lot to think about, and it's a strong job. A compilation of eight essays, each discussing a different incident of revolution within Europe, including the British and French uprisings, the collapse of the USSR, and, as an example of Events born of Europe, the American Revolution. Exploring ideologies
alongside political developments, this is suitable for students and experts. Focusing primarily on changes in relations between monarchy, government and elites in Western and Central Europe, this book covers not only five hundred years of history, but a crucial subject in the creation of our modern world. Winner Short listed Long listed Hotel EdenWhen the
renovation of this institution near villa Borghese is completed next month, will have a Sonya Dakar and Officina Profumo Santa Maria Novella spa.J.K. Place RomaThis perforating place in front of the Museo dell'Ara Pacis is perfectly situated for anywhere you need to go, and when you return at night the aperitif scene at J.K. Café is one of the hottest in town.
Portrait RomaIt is owned by Ferragamo, so it's no surprise that this intimate village off the Spanish Steps nails design: Seriously spacious suites have sea curtains and retro club chairs from the 1950s. Villa Spalletti Trivelli We love this old palace near the Quirinale for its new roof terrace with walking beds, jacuzzis and complimentary bar. WHERE
BEBEROperi will never be a heavy drinking town, but you have to make appetizer in... Freni and Frizioni We know — so many tourists, so many American accents. It doesn't change the fact that this spread of hummus and noodles with your G&amp;T in Trastevere is the best in Rome. Hotel LocarnoSip Negronis and munch in bruschetta and salty rustici in
the palm-lined courtyard next to glamorous locals, right next to Piazza del Popolo.Salotto42The place for refined Montepulcians, Castelvetrano olives, and Norcia salumi, a few steps east of the Pantheon.So grab your good evening cocktail of... ArgotCave-like walls, vintage sofas and vermouth with Roman amaro shaken by (you guessed it) guys in
suspenders, in an old theater at the Storico Center.The Barber ShopThis style bar in Monti opens at 11pm.m. on Fridays and Saturdays, Rome afternoon, and serves gin and single single up to 5 a.m.LitroThis Monteverde vineria is heavy on mezcal thanks to a team including Maurizio Bistocchi, a key figure behind Caffè Propaganda, near the
Colosseum.CHEAT SHEET Aperitivo Worth Traveling For Apartment Bar, San Lorenzo • Hotel That'll Feel Like Home D.O.M. • Amazing Architecture Mussolini's Eur Fascist Buildings • Street for Navigation Via del Governo Vecchio • Coolest Hood Pigneto • Best Gelato Gelateria del Teatro • Bridge to Stroll Sant'AngeloStop Bridge through Piazza Navona
early in the morning and then wander around nearby Piazza del Fico to get a true taste of Roman life. GettyPRO TIPS FROM OUR LOCAL GUIDESDon't Be a Tourist in the CenterThe best way to ensure a leisurely stroll down the Spanish steps, past the Trevi Fountain, and through Piazza Navona with Audrey Hepburn-esque abandon is to do everything
before.m from 9am, when the crowds are still seriously lean (we had the square for ourselves at 7.30am on .m in July, and it was epic). Then spend the rest of the day in a less well-known pocket nearby. Our favorite is Piazza del Fico, which opens from the tangle of streets behind Navona, near the now closed, still beloved Bar della Pace (R.I.P.). It's a
microcosm of Roman street scenes: old men sitting at chess tables (they ask to play, but they'll probably shoot you in the infamous Roman eye), Wasps buzzing in and around, and Romans sipping espresso and wine at outdoor tables all day (from Bar del Fico to the first and Etabli to the latter). Or if you've lunched in the Jewish ghetto (remember, it's largely
closed on Saturdays), glide down Via della Reginella to admire the quirky Fontana delle Tartarughe in Piazza Mattei, which is filled with 17th-century palaces. (www.wiley.com) from History of Greed: Financial Fraud from Tulip Mania to Bernie Madoff by David E. Y. Sarna. Copyright (c) 2010 by David E. Y. Sarna. By David E. Y. SarnaBUBBLES and
FRAUDHenry Blodget was voted the number one Internet/Ecommerce analyst on Wall Street by Institutional Investor, Greenwich Associates and TheStreet.com in 2000. In 2002, then-New York State Attorney General Eliot Spitzer published Merrill Lynch emails in which Blodget made private assessments of actions that conflicted with what he said publicly.
In 2003, he was charged by the Securities and Exchange Commission with civil securities fraud, charges he ultimately settled without admitting or denying the allegations. However, he consented and paid a fine of $2 million and $2 million in desgorgement and was subsequently banned from the securities industry for life. Wall Street's Greedy Legacies Since
then, Blodget has made a living writing and analyzing. Shortly after the 2008 accident, he wrote a lengthy article for the Atlantic called Why Wall Street Always Blows It in which he tried what happened in 2008, based on what was known at the time he wrote the article. Our opinions generally agree that and the lack of government oversight had a lot to do with
it. The SEC slept on the switch... we get greedy; we go mad; we heard what we wanted to hear, writes in his article. However, he also believes that bubbles are inevitable in the capitalist system. He says: Most bubbles are the product of more than just bad faith, or incompetence, or patent stupidity; the interaction of human psychology with a market economy
virtually guarantees that they will graduate. In this sense, bubbles are perfectly rational - or at least they are a rational and inevitable byproduct of capitalism. Greed: Nature or Nutrition? In Blodget's opinion, greed is an innate part of human nature. In this, he follows Sigmund Freud, who wrote: Culture has to summon all possible reinforcements to erect
barriers against the aggressive instincts of men ... His ideal command to love others as himself is actually justified by the fact that nothing is as completely at odds with the original human nature as this. &gt; &gt; Bull or Bear? Vote for Our PollTomeste, Blodget also concludes that the human animal is naturally greedy and also arrogant. We think we're
smarter than everyone else, and we take unfair advantage as long as we think we can get away with it. In this same edition of the Atlantic, Virginia Postrel writes, in Pop Psychology, based her argument on experimental economics research by Vernon Smith and Charles Noussair, that if you put people in front of a market that is behaving in a certain way, you
will inevitably have a bubble. People are just connected to create asset price bubbles, she says. In stating this, Postrel seems to subscribe to the literal understanding of the Bible verse found in Genesis, for the inclination in man is the evil of his youth. Blodget seems to agree with her. In The Social Contract, the famous French philosopher Jean-Jacques
Rousseau (1712-1778) wrote that he believed that man was born innately good, but that it was society that corrupted him. Don Isaac Abarbanel, a 15th-century Jewish exegete, understood the verse in Genesis differently, and has an intermediate view between these two positions: When the Torah says that 'for the inclination in man is evil of his youth', it does
not refer to individual people, but to humanity ... Childhood is a turbulent time, a chance to experience reckless immaturity; adolescence is marked by rebellion and self-assertiveness. But with adulthood comes sensitivity, peace and stability. Abarbanel said: Food had a sober effect on humanity; God slapped humanity in the face, demanding that they cut the
absurd and grow! After that, the lesson was learned. Future generations will look back on history with the pain we all feel about certain events of our adolescence, and will remain under control. Thus, future will be avoided. Capitalism: You can't live with him or without him Although I agree with Abarbanel's view that the future future can be avoided, I also
know that greed drives Wall Street, and always has; in search of easy money, the rules are sometimes bent or broken. Adam Smith, in an Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of Wealth of Nations (1776), described the origin of capitalism. It came with the concept of invisible hand, by which the private interests and passions of men are taken in the direction
which is most pleasing to the interest of the whole society. As Robert Heilbroner said: Self-interest is only half the picture. Take the men to action. Another thing should prevent the push of profit-hungry individuals from holding society until exorbitant redemption. This regulator is competition, the conflict of actors interested in the market. A man who allows his
interest in getting away with it will find that competitors have come in to take their trade away. Thus, the selfish motives of men are transmuted by interaction to produce the most unexpected results: social harmony. In other words, competition acts as a brake on greed. Capitalism is not about stealing, cheating or with the little guy. On the contrary, capitalism
is about creating and exchanging value: It is about the individual improving his own situation by producing something of value that improves the lives of others. True capitalism increases the good of the whole, creating an incentive for the individual to increase their own good. Capitalism, as Winston Churchill told the British House of Commons, is the worst
economic system in the world, except all the others that have been judged. Convicted criminal Sam Antar (now retired), about whom we will read in Chapter 6, said well: The main pillar of our capitalist free market economic system, which is a pillar of our democracy, is the integrity of financial information. Without reliable financial information, capitalism
cannot survive. The integrity of financial information can only be achieved through building blocks, such as sound internal controls and independently verifiable financial information. The well-educated, skilled and experienced accountant is the first line of defense for the capitalist system. Fraud and fraud disrupt markets by compromising the integrity of
financial information. This happens when fraudsters and con artists believe they can get away with it. Economic historian Charles Kindleberger believed that swindle is determined by demand, following Keynes' law that requires determining its own supply rather than Say's law that supply creates its own demand. In a boom, fortunes are made, greedy wax
individuals, and con artists come forward to exploit this greed. Kindleberger seems to me to be on target. Capitalism for minors - StocksFraud Company and small public companies unite like bees and honey. A completely disproportionate number of lawsuits involve smaller companies. The minor stock fraud game, which we discussed in length, is a one in
various acts, with good guys and bandits, winners and losers. It's part drama, part suspense, part comedy, and inevitably tragedy of various parts. Like all plays, there are actors. Some, like the CEO of a company, play starry roles. Others, such as accountants and lawyers, have important supporting roles. Prosecutors sometimes play the role of fools, but
more often they play the role of villains, and in some cases they play a major role. The general theme of the play is greed. Huge amounts of money are being made (and lost) every day in the markets for low-priced and low-capitalized stocks known as small-caps, micro-caps or nano-caps, depending on their size, and collectively as small-caps. We don't
know exactly how much is done by the actors in the small-cap markets. However, hundreds of millions of dollars are conservatively estimated to be spent every day by investors (buyers) of low-priced stocks (those with market capitalization, which is the number of times the stock price) of less than $500 million. And remember, for every buyer there is a seller
more than willing, so that gross annual profit for cent stock suppliers (which are the most easily manipulated but make up only a small part of the global market in manipulated securities) reaches the hundreds of millions of dollars or even more, perhaps much more. They're the Crooks, not MeNow, be honest. If you've already bought a stock, why did you buy
it and not one of the 10,000 others? Of course, you expected the price to go up. But why did you expect the price to go up? Did you get a hot tip from your brother-in-law? Your broker wanted to reward you as a (supposedly) favored client? Did you read anything in a dark place? Whatever your reason, somehow you thought you had the inside path on stocks,
and that you knew something the market didn't know. You thought you had an advantage, and you wanted to take advantage of your special knowledge. So you also have a little (or a lot) of swipe in your heart, and you also want your unfair share of the market. You and I have something in common; We're human. While one can certainly debate whether man
is inherently good or inherently bad, history, at least since the industrial revolution, has largely demonstrated that capitalism and a free-market economy create wealth and a high standard of living. Capitalism is compromised when there is inadequate competition, when information is not freely disseminated, or when fraudulent information is allowed to be
transmitted as genuine. That said, each of us expects to have (legal) access to information that others don't have, or that we have superior tools (better analysis, better judgment and/or better intuition) so that we can profit by buying when others are selling. Inevitably, then, in capitalism there are winners and losers, in a fair system (fraud-free), we all have
the same opportunity to become winners. Also inevitably, however, some to upload the data, tip the scales or unfairly influence the results. And that's where greed becomes criminal. Criminal.
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